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In an effort to determine whether or not the utilization of fatty acids during starvation occurs at a rate proportionate to their availability, the authors studied small groups of patients including some with diabetes. Their observations tend to indicate that there is some difference in the rate of utilization and suggest that possibly linoleic acid is converted into arachidonic acid.
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This is a straightforward report of a series of studies, on rats and on children, of the influence of protein and methionine on serum cholesterol levels. The results in children are in agreement with those in the recorded literature; the results in rats contribute some new findings relating total sulphydryl groups in the liver to serum cholesterol levels.
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These authors have determined the protein quality of selected dietaries by the biological value method and have compared the experimental values of simple proteins, meals and complete dietaries with the predicted biological values. They suggest that biological value prediction may be a useful tool in designing experimental programs and in determining the quality of protein in meals as consumed by individuals or groups tested.
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